Can we better understand the intracellular behavior of DNA nanoparticles by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy?
The use of non-viral gene carriers to deliver small nucleic acids like antisense oligonucleotides (ODNs) and small interfering RNA (siRNA) remains an attractive but challenging goal in antisense therapy. Indeed, different barriers need to be overcome in the delivery process before a therapeutic effect can be obtained. One promising technique which we have been evaluating to improve our understanding of the intracellular behavior of nucleic acids/carrier complexes is Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS). In particular, we have used FCS for studying the protection of the nucleic acids against enzymatic degradation, and the association and dissociation of the nucleic acids with their carrier, both in buffer and in living cells. In this report, we will review our experience and findings on the use of FCS for that purpose and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of this interesting technique.